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Motivation
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Weighted average of fully independent 
inputs (filled squares): χ2/ndof = 2.3/4

→ Significant tensions between lattice and data-driven (DD) results for HVP

→ Origin of the tension ?
→ lattice / DD comparison non-trivial



Primary observables
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→ Lattice: employ simulations to compute electromagnetic-current two-point function

are weighted sums of C(t) over t

→ Data-driven: employ measured hadronic spectra

are weighted sums of R(s) over s

Based on BMW’20 (+)  with preliminary

Based on DHMZ’19 (+)



Experimental data combination (Example: e+e− → π+π− channel)
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𝜌(770)
𝜌–𝜔 mixing

Data combination

Procedure and software (HVPTools - Since 2009) for combining cross section data with arbitrary point 
spacing/binning → Validated through closure test. Featuring full & realistic (i.e. not too optimistic) treatment of 
uncertainties and correlations (between measurements (data points/bins) of a given experiment, b. experiments, b. different channels), 
fully accounting for systematic tensions between experiments…



Lattice ↔ R-ratio comparison: requirements
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→ R-ratio → lattice: “straightforward” (integrate R-ratio)

→ Lattice → R-ratio: inverse Laplace transform (ill-posed problem)

(Former) Status for lattice calculations:
→ Very few HVP quantities computed on lattice with:

● All contributions to C(t): flavors, various contractions, QED and SIB corrections 
● All limits taken: a→0, L→∞, Mπ →Mπ

φ, ...

→ None with correlations among lattice HVP observables

→ None with uncertainties on these correlations (important for checking stability of inverse problem)

→ Want approach that:
● Provides useful information with limited lattice input
● Can be systematically improved with more lattice input
● Can (eventually) incorporate physical constraints
● Includes measure of agreement of lattice & R-ratio results with comparison hypothesis
● Accounts for all correlations in lattice and R-ratio observables ...
● ... including uncertainties on these



Lattice covariances: method
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→ Uncertainties and correlations critical for comparisons
→ Use extension of BMW uncertainty method with stat. resampling and syst. histogram, with flat and 
Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) weights
→ Applicable for observables:

correlated / independent choices 

→ Build covariance matrix from quantiles of three 1D distributions 

→ Separate stat. & syst. by solving (for λ = 2)
     Cstat + Csyst = C
     λCstat +Csyst = Cλ



Lattice covariances: results
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→                  largely uncorrelated with other two observables

→ Uncertainties and correlations of                                 contributions (units of 10−10)

(connected s)(connected ud) (disconnected)

→ Double peak structure due to the variation αS
(n = 0, 3) in continuum extrapolation

→ Taken into account by considering 1σ & 2σ quantiles



Uncertainties on lattice covariances
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→ Uncertainties on covariance matrix could potentially compromise the inverse problem
→ Stat. error on error estimated from bootstrap on only 48 jackknife samples (sufficient for this study)
→ Syst. error on error from:
● For: ud, s, QED, SIB connected, and disconnected

→ Get uncertainties from 1 or 2σ quantiles
→ 0 or 100% correlations in a → 0 uncertainties of 

● Similarly for c 

→ Result (in units of 10−20):



Testing lattice
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→ 1-by-1 comparison of moment integrals

BMW’20

→ Simultaneous comparisons with correlations

→ Some dilution compared to                alone, but still significant tension



Consequences for lattice C(t)
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→ SD:ID:LD windows
● 10%:33%:57% for
● 70%:29%:1% for  

+ Taking into account the tensions and agreements above:

→ Excess in C(t) for t ∼ [0.4, 1.5] fm
→ Probably for t ≳ 1.5 fm
→ Possible suppression for t ≲ 0.4 fm (mainly based on preliminary                )



Testing R-ratio: methodology
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→ Chop      into contributions       from same √s-intervals Ib for all j :

→ To accommodate lattice results      , allow common rescaling of       , 
for all j, in certain Ib :
- Simplest interpretation: R-ratio rescaled in Ib 
- However, constrains shape of R-ratio modification in limited way: physical deformation may be allowed 
→ If Nj ≥ Nb, system (over-)constrained: solved here for one γ via weighted average and/or χ2 minimization, 
while avoiding too strong assumptions about the knowledge of uncertainties and correlations

→ Somewhat different interpretation, still compatible results: rescalings beyond the uncertainties of Re+e- 



Sensitivity to the lattice statistical uncertainties on covariance matrix
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2 input moment integrals; Normalisation fit < 0.96 GeV; 
Lattice covariance matrix “0”→ Employ 2nd order sampling (bootstraps on 

jackknife samples) to build distributions for the 
quantities of interest: re-run procedure with 
fluctuated lattice covariance matrix
→ Quantiles of these distributions to quantitatively 
evaluate the impact

→ Normalisation factor and its uncertainty from fit 
precisely determined

→ Conclusions about χ2 and p-values stable within 
lattice statistical uncertainties on covariance matrix

primary 
uncertainty

stat uncertainty 
on primary one



Testing R-ratio: results
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Consider                                    (2 observables) with                         (3 observables)

→ Outcome of the studies stable within stat. and syst. uncertainties on lattice covariance matrices



Testing R-ratio: summary of results
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Modifications to measured R-ratio that could explain lattice results are:
→ Possible in ρ-peak interval [0.63, 0.92] GeV for 2 & 3 observables
     - Requires rescaling of observables in that interval by ∼ (5.0 ± 1.5)%

→ Disfavored in interval below ρ-peak, [ √sth, 0.63 GeV]

→ Possible in [√sth, √smax] with √smax : 0.96 → 3.0GeV that include ρ-peak, for 2 & 3 observables
     - Rescalings ∼(4±1)% → (3±1)% for √smax ↗

→ Possible in [√smin, ∞[ with √smin : 0.63 → 1.8 GeV, for 2 observables
     - Rescalings ∼(3±1)% → (32±9)% for √smin ↗

→ Disfavored in [3.0 GeV, ∞[, for 2 & 3 observables

→ Adding                  constraint eliminates the possibility of rescalings in [√smin, ∞[ with √smin : 0.96 → 3.0 
GeV that do not include ρ-peak 



Considering more observables in the data-driven approach
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→ Employing blinding approach in BMW - DHMZ collaboration: here sharing only uncertainties and 
correlations for dispersive result while pending lattice-based calculations of new moments

→ Enhancement of available information limited by the (anti-)correlations among the moment integrals



Considering more observables in the data-driven approach
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→ Quantify available information through the distribution of eigenvalues for covariance, correlation and 
normalized covariance matrices (complementary information): strong correlations yield small eigenvalues

→ 2 extra moment integrals add ~1 d.o.f.



Considering more observables in the data-driven approach
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→ 10 extra moment integrals, but no additional 
independent d.o.f.



Conclusions
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→ Presented flexible method for comparing lattice QCD and data-driven HVP results

→ Find that discrepancies/agreements between lattice and data-driven results for 

On lattice side, result from:
    - a C(t) that is enhanced in t ∼ [0.4, 1.5] fm 
    - also probably for t ≳ 1.5 fm
    - with possible suppression for t ≲ 0.4 fm (mainly based on preliminary                )

On data-driven side, could be explained by: 
    - enhancing measured R-ratio around ρ-peak
    - or in any larger interval including ρ-peak

→ Lattice and measured R-ratio correlations of uncertainties critical for drawing such conclusions



Conclusions
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→ Important to check that uncertainties on uncertainties and correlations do not spoil picture, especially 
for inverse problem
    - checked here for lattice stat and syst uncertainties 
    - must do so for measured R-ratio uncertainties

→ Also important not to share results between 2 approaches before they are final (mutual blinding)

→ With more HVP observables, many generalizations possible, also including physics-driven constraints

→ However, limit on independent HVP observables in data-driven and lattice approaches

→ Same methods can be used to combine determinations of lattice and data-driven results for HVP 
observables, once differences are understood

→ No problems with EW fits in case of 3-observable comparisons (not shown)



Some references to related work on HVP
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→ Windows proposed in RBC/UKQCD arXiv:1801.07224

→ Discussed in context of detailed comparison in Colangelo et al arXiv:2205.12963

→ Consequences of rescaling of measured R-ratio studied in Crivellin et al arXiv:2003.04886, Keshavarzi 
et al arXiv:2006.12666, de Rafael arXiv:2006.13880, Malaescu et al arXiv:2008.08107

→ Consequences of lattice                  on π+π− contributions to R-ratio with physical constraints in 
Colangelo et al arXiv:2010.07943

→ Use of Backus-Gilbert method for reconstruction of smeared R-ratio from lattice C(t) in Hansen et al 
arXiv:1903.06476, Alexandrou et al arXiv:2212.08467 

→ Proposal for comparing measured R-ratio and lattice C(t) via spectral-width sumrules in Boito et al 
arXiv:2210.13677

… (many other references for reconstructing spectral functions from lattice correlators)



Backup
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Results - Normalisation < 0.96 GeV; lattice covariance matrix “0”
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2 input moment integrals



Results - Normalisation > 3 GeV; lattice covariance matrix “3”
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2 input moment integrals



Testing R-ratio: results
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